ANEW friends,
Our mission:
To enhance the socio-economic status of young,
underprivileged women by empowering them with

ANEW believes in credible governance processes and has worked hard to maintain the high standards set by our
committed advisors, who are authorities in the field. ANEW stands certified for good governance by the much
valued and respected independent body, a consortium of Voluntary Organizations, Credibility Alliance.

self-confidence and required skills to enable them to
become independent and contribute to family and

Recently, we have been certified by the credibility assurance team of Give India Foundation after an intensive
review of our financial and administrative processes.ANEW has been added to the Foundation’s online listing of

society.

credible organizations in India. This provides ANEW and the cause, the exposure to the Give India foundation’s
Our vision:
Provide practical skills through training in non-

vast network of online donors, both residing within and outside of India. The credit goes to the team of staff and
members who put in considerable effort and time to ensure the success of this application.

traditional areas of employment.
Create avenues for employment by increasing
awareness of ANEW's vision and mission among

I am pleased to share with you that online donors have found our work credible and contributions are being made
via

Give

India

Foundation

website.

The

link

to

our

page

on

Give

India

Foundation

like-minded People in society.

http://www.giveindia.org/m-1364-association-for-non-traditional-employment-for-women-

Create necessary infrastructure to widen the scope

anew.aspx

and scale of training in chosen areas by mobilizing
funds from individuals and institutional donors

Thank you for your continued support and encouragement.
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Give India Foundation, Bank Accounts opened for our HN’s
Give India is a donation platform that allows a donor to support a cause of their choice from about 200 NGOs that
have been scrutinized for transparency & credibility. ANEW is now one of the certified NGOs among 200 nonprofit organizations from all over India that have met with the Give India’s Listing Criteria.
In the past, our Home Nursing trainees received stipend from us during their course work at ANEW. Currently, As
per Give India Foundation’s requirement, the trainees have had their own bank accounts being opened in State
Bank of Mysore and their stipend money is being deposited in their account directly. This by itself is an
achievement, since it not only provides transparency of money transfer but also initiates our young trainees into
the concept of banking.
Web Designing first batch
The first batch of Web designing was successfully completed. The trainees were assessed by the NIIT

Mrs.HemaGopal – Vice President, Tata
Consultancy Services.

Foundation through an intensive 8 hour practical examination. The trainees also received Spoken English
sessions by Mrs.RadhaBalakrishnan, Retired Commissioner of Income tax. Trinity Pvt. Ltd has come forward to
employ 15 of our trainees, who have successfully cleared their placement test conducted on campus.
Computer Certification
Ms.HemaGopal, Vice- President, TCS distributed the certificates to our Basic IT and Tally & Accounting students
on 5.4.2013. She shared her inspiring story of her journey up the corporate ladder to motivate trainees. Her
comments about ANEW: “Exceptional contribution to womenkind!Highly committed management and
enthusiastic students and teachers. Need more visibility, recognition and reach!! Very impressed.”
Visitors Speak
Franz Humpert a visitor from Germany has shared “Once more I would like to tell you how much my wife
Mechthild and I were impressed by your wonderful work you are doing for the underprivileged young ladies.
Everything is so well organized and well equipped. Your staff and your teachers are doing their work with great
motivation and dedication. Looking at your economic situation everything is very transparent. A really
trustworthyNGO!”

www.anewindia.org

Franz Humpert – Visitor from Germany

Trainees Speak

Intern Speak

Nadhiya, after completing her 12th std, came to ANEW seeking
help,

as

her

family could not
afford her higher
studies.

She

joined the 21st
batch of Home
Nursing and after

Deepak N Gaba, student of Madras Christian College interned at ANEW for refining its social media.
He has shared his experience with ANEW: “First off, I would like to thank you for the opportunity again
and for convincing me to take it up. My experience with ANEW has been a positive one and by
working for the website and twitter page, I have come to learn about ANEW's work with a better
understanding. Keep it up! I didn't meet a single ANEW member face to face but yet managed to work
with them successfully. Indeed a new experience and a fine experience!”
Summer Program

having
th

completed it, she

The summer program, in its 5 year saw 120 bright young girls attend a comprehensive course which

started

taking

we feel, will prepare them to either take up jobs or pursue further studies. The program included Basic

placements offered by ANEW. She supported her sister’s

computers, Spoken English, Counselling& Career Guidance; Activity based Soft skills, etc. Certificates

education with her Home Nursing income and now her sister

were distributed to the girls at the end of the course.

has completed BSc, Hotel Management and is employed in

Proud Moments

Chennai Airport with a salary of Rs. 20000 per month.
She also found her father too physically ill to go to work and has

Ms.Kayalvelzhi, our car driving trainee who is now employed in Government General Hospital,

arranged a small shop for him in front of her house. She has

Chennai, has won an “All India Award” on Women’s Day for “Women achiever for zero accidents” from

been with ANEW for the past 10 years and is one of the most

Audix&Gynaecology Council.

sincere and dedicated nurses as of the feedbacks of her
employers.

Women’s Day Celebration
Women’s day was celebrated at ANEW with various competitions between our trainees. The trainees

NIIT????????????????
ANEW

Team

had

a

participated in competitions like Rangoli, Cookery, Mehandi, Hair Dressing, Dance, Singing,
wonderful

withMr.AmitArora,__________.

experience

NIIT

working

Foundation

Oratorical, etc. The Committee members distributed the prizes to the winners.

in

coordination of the entire IT course. We thank him for

There was also a self-defense Karate session arranged on that day to bring awareness to the trainees

providing such a wonderful support and wish him all the

on their safety issues.

very best in life both in profession and person.
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Thank You!

Women’s Day Celebration at ANEW!!!

